In 1985, Live Aid rocked the world with an iconic
music concert that raised millions of dollars for
famine relief. The performances given on that
day are now the stuff of legends, with Live Aid
providing a single unifying moment for people of
all ages to make positive change.

Thirty five years later, the global community has
an opportunity to create new legends. Our aim is
to rekindle the success of Live Aid and bring you
Climate Aid - a rock concert of epic proportions
live and televised from 02 Arena, London, UK.
Our vision is to not only raise funds to support
people and wildlife impacted by the devastating
bushfires in Australia but more importantly, to
achieve international headway in the call for real
and lasting climate change action.

“Climate change is the defining issue of our time – and we are at a defining moment.
We face a direct existential threat….” U.N SECRETARY GENERAL remarks on climate
change (10 September 2018)

WHO WE ARE?






A charitable event (organization)
team bringing together fundraising &
awareness sustainable concert called
Climate Aid 2020 presented by AEG
LIVE.
In collaboration with ‘Fridays For
Future’ & Youth Strike For Climate - A
school strike movement inspired by 16
year old Greta Thunberg, that
mobilized over 7.6 climate activists
from over 150 countries in Sept 2019
with support from experienced
environmental NGOs and Music
industry professionals.

Why a ‘Climate Aid
2020’ Concert?


Music and Musicians have the power to unite BILLIONS of
people, reaching those who are not engaged with the
Climate Emergency and can influence cultural shifts that
other world leaders refuse to acknowledge.



To raise funds for the URGENT rehabilitation of Australia and
countries around the world effected by climate change issues
including organizations making headway in climate crisis and
humanitarian/animal relief.



Pressure with vocal and educated strategies to governments
small and large for system change. To implement new
concepts for NON fossil fuel, coal, agriculture distribution and
products.



Aid financial ongoing support for the unpredictable weather
patterns that are still raging from Debilitating Fires, Town
Destroying Floods & Gigantic Dust Storms with reported nation
wide damages into the Billions.



As a Worldwide Televised & Streamed Musical Event we can
bring people together from across the globe to stimulate,
educate and uplift for radical change!

AUSTRALIA AND CLIMATE CHANGE
THE FACTS!
➢

As of 14 January 2020, fires in Australia have burned an
estimated 18.6 million hectares, destroyed over 5,900
buildings (including approximately 2,683 homes)
and killed at least 29 people.

➢

Estimates show more than A BILLLION animals have been
killed across the country, with 800 million dead in the worsthit state of New South Wales alone.

➢

These fires are drastically larger than other recent
catastrophic fires, such as the California wildfires in 2018
(about 1.8 million hectares) and the fires in the Amazon
rainforest in 2019 (about 900,000 hectares).

➢

Australia's bushfires have emitted 250m tonnes of CO2,
almost half of country's annual emissions. Analysis by NASA
shows the NSW fires alone have emitted more then
195m tonnes of CO2 since 1 August 2019, with Queensland's
fires adding a further 55 million tonnes over the same period.

➢ Why has this AU bushfire season been so devastating?
Australia (and the world) experienced its hottest year on
record in 2019, with average temperatures 1.52C above the
1961-1990 average. 2019 was also the driest year, with rainfall
40% lower than average. Extreme heat & dryness are the two
most important influencers to unusual prolonged bushfires.
➢ Australia, with its coal-dependent economy, has one of the
highest per capita greenhouse gas emission rates globally.
The 2020 Climate Change Performance Index ranked
Australia last of 57 Countries for its climate policy, saying it
had gone backwards under the Morrison government.

How will we do this?
dd with up to 23 Artists & multiple guest
➢ A 12 hr event
activist and influential speakers. After each artists
set speakers will have the opportunity to talk to
maximum crowd.
➢ There will be a small risen stage towards back of
the venue which will be well spotlighted for
acoustic activist artists to perform during main
stage change overs.



We can create a Worldwide
Televised and Streamed
Fundraising Concert called
'CLIMATE AID 2020' at 02 Arena,
London, UK (Cap 20,000) on
April 5th 2020.



DEMAND ACTION FROM
GOVERMENTS & CORPORATIONS.

LEADING THE STAGE with Worldwide
Artists/Hosts/Speakers:



Conscious artists such as QUEEN,
Moby, Paul McCartney, Arcade Fire,
The 1975 to Amanda Palmer, Billie
Eilish and many, many more…



Hosts such as Climate Activists Leonardo
DiCaprio, Joaquin Phoenix and David
Attenborough, U.N influencers also
taking the stage.



Featuring Youth Climate Activists such as
Greta Thunberg, Fridays 4 Future, Youth
Strike for Climate…

Financials


Artists and Hosts to donate their time to raise funds for the
rehabilitation of Australia's current Fire and climate changing
disaster.



Funds raised from Climate Aid 2020 will also be given towards
reputable organizations who work relentlessly for permanent global
warming system changes & productive climate government policies.
This includes youth activists, humanitarians to animal rescues.



Funds will be managed by environmental NGO’s. All monies raised
made transparent and documented.



The main point of Climateaid2020 is not just for fundraising but to
hold a climate change awareness concert. To build trust in general
public and to use the event as a “statement” for current urgent
issues, to educate and show what real action can achieve.

Climate Crisis FACTS!
Climate Change A Global Issue

WE NEED ACTION!
➢ The world’s people face “untold suffering due to the climate
crisis” unless there are major transformations to global
society, according to a stark warning from more than 11,000
scientists. LINK To Article: http://bit.ly/35YYLap

➢ What is Global Climate Change?
LINK To Article: https://bbc.in/2NByhWa
➢ According to the UN Environment Programme, the Earth is in
the midst of a mass extinction of life. Scientists estimate that
150-200 species of plant, insect, bird and mammal become
extinct every 24 hours. This is nearly 1,000 times the "natural" or
"background" rate and, say many biologists, is greater than
anything the world has experienced since the vanishing of
the dinosaurs nearly 65m years ago. LINK To Article:
http://bit.ly/2RpKDBz

What can we do?


WE can Mobilize MILLIONS more people to
demand climate action by Governments &
Businesses.



WE can draw attention to the severity of the
climate emergency.



Thousands of Scientists across the globe say WE
all have to make major changes to our lifestyles,
in order to avoid severely damaging the Earth
through climate change.

Sustainability is a top priority.


Working with the most productive and inventive major
festival sustainability officers and organizations, we will
strive to make Climate Aid 2020 100% sustainable and
carbon neutral through the use of renewable energy,
recycling systems and no single-use plastics and vegan
food.



Artists will not be allowed to fly specifically for and to this
event to avoid hypocrisy and media backlash.

STALLS (ENVIROMENTAL)

➢ All major environmental and activist
sponsors will be able to present a stall
at Climate Aid 2020 to educate and
discuss each major subject and issues
that come under the umbrella of
Global Warming.
➢ A delegate from each organisation
will be given MAIN stage time
between artists to talk to the entire
crowd and update them on the issues
at hand.

A NETFLIX DOCUMENTARY
In collaboration with Bowriver Films Shooting is
underway for a NETFLIX DOCUMENTARY based
on the Climate Crisis & Youth Act. The NETFLIX
production team covering the making of
CLIMATE AID 2020 & CLIMATE LIVE. Shooting
behind the scenes, the amount of work that
goes into pulling off such an event with those
involved, the journey to show time, the day of
the show and the outcome from the event for
real system change. Including interviews with
Artists, Influencers, scientists, youth activists and
much more. Giving us the ability to educate and
inspire not only from the stage or as a televised
event but also for years to come through millions
of viewers through the NETFLIX community.

DESIGN & BRANDING
Climate Aid 2020 WORLD ON FIRE official image to
be used for marketing materials – Artist © Igor Morski
used with permission exclusively for this event.

Climate Aid 2020 official Logo image to be used for
marketing materials. Shows outline of Australia around
text – Created by Bambiwantsrevenge.com

Climate Aid 2020 AUSTRALIA on Fire official image to
be used for marketing materials – Artist © Igor Morski
used with permission exclusively for this event.

PUBLICITY
Publicity MATERIALS for Climate Aid 2020 using sustainable and recyclable materials for
London underground, street, online and major press coverage.
UNDERGROUND BILL POSTERS

SOCIAL MEDIA HEADERS
STREET POSTER DESIGN

CLIMATE AID OFFICIAL AWARENESS VIDEOS
URL: https://youtu.be/qaf9d6WBfFE

Contact Climate
Aid 2020 Team

Socials:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/climateaid2020
Website: www.climateaid2020.co
Instagram: www.Instagram.com/climateaid2020

Twitter: www.twitter.com/climateaid2020

